
Check your fit - This is the most common problem, such as gaping

at the legs. See our Fit Guide to check your fit.

Flooding - bub is holding on and peeing all at once so the insert can

not absorb fast enough. Try placing the inserts inside the pocket if

one or vice versa. Try a microfibre insert on top of a natural fibre.

Repelling - light weeing rolling off stay-dry layer, lay in inserts or

turn upside down so bamboo/hemp is against skin
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INSERTS ARE NOT SOAKED

Troubleshooting leaks
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There could be a few different reasons you may be experiencing leaks,

use this checklist to troubleshoot why you may be getting them.

Absorbency - the nappy may need more absorbency, especially

common if only using microfibre. Use natural fibre inserts such as

Bamboo or Hemp and use at least two. Consider adding a booster if

using both inserts (undo a rise snap to allow extra room) try folding

booster and placing the wet zone. Eg. front for boys.

Change frequency - reusable nappies need to be changed every 2-3

hours unless using a night nappy.

Microfibre - microfibre inserts tend to expel liquid when

compressed, change to natural fibre.

New nappies - new nappies with natural fibre inserts don't reach

max absorbency until 8-10 washes.

Delamintation - check for cracks in the water-resistant PUL layer

Compression - leaks from a seatbelt, tighter clothing or clothing

wicking moisture from top of nappy.
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Babies urine output can peak at around 6 months and then decrease as

they start eating more solids. At around 2 they can start to hold on for

2-3 hours and then 'let go' all at once flooding the nappies. 


